
he Department of Public Safety would like to commend 
Police Officer II Andrea Carr Ozawa for receiving the 2008 

Police Officer of the Year Award, besting seven other 
nominations. She is currently assigned to the Domestic Violence 
Investigative Unit under the Criminal Investigation Division. 
 Officer Ozawa’s career with DPS began in the Patrol 
Section, after which she transferred to the Traffic Section. She 
later became a traffic investigator, where she was involved with 
investigating serious car crashes, fatalities and pedestrian 
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would also be inscribed on the memorial. 
 On the east wall of the memorial is an inscription: “In Valor there is Hope.” Father Jesse 
Reyes said it best during our police memorial mass when he defined valor as “having the strength 
in spirit to face danger with firmness.” As law enforcement officers, we are tested everyday of 
our lives on our strength and valor in facing danger and doing the right thing when it really 
matters.   
 In celebration of Police Week, we not only pay tribute to our fallen officers but also 
recognize our law enforcement officers who continue to keep our community safe, like POII 
Andrea Carr Ozawa “Ozzi” who we have honored as our CNMI DPS 2008 Police Officer of the 
year. We also acknowledge the other officers who have been nominated by their peers for their 
outstanding performance, namely POI Kelly N. Camacho, POIII Jesse S. Concepcion, POII Flor 
T. Estabillo, POII David M. Hosono, POII Norbert M. Pua, POII Jimmy K. Sablan and POII 
Jason T. Tarkong. Last but not least, a pat in the back to each of us who stand the post everyday 
without question and show to our residents and visitors that “I’m on duty and you will be safe.” 

Claudio “Clyde” K. Norita

cases. She was also chairperson for the child restraint and car seat awareness month, and 
underwent training on traffic crashes and advanced traffic investigation. 
 After years of actively working in the traffic section, Officer Ozawa was assigned in 2004 
to the Criminal Investigation Division (CID). Detective Ozawa now oversees the operation of 
the Domestic and Family Violence Investigation Unit under CID. Professional and meticulous 
in her work, Officer Ozawa pays special attention to the needs of victims of domestic and 
family violence, making herself available 24 hours a day. Her investigations in these particular 
cases have resulted in successful prosecutions.
 Through her work in the Department, Officer Ozawa has worked with various government 
agencies as well as NGO’s, including CJPA, the U.S. DEA, Karidat’s Guma Esperansa, 
and Connecting Families, Inc. She has also conducted numerous presentations on issues

everal years ago, I had the opportunity to visit the National 
Law Enforcement Officer’s Memorial in Washington, D.C. 

Inscribed on the memorial's blue-gray marble walls are the names 
of more than 17,500 officers who have been killed in the line of 
duty.  Each of the memorial’s pathway entrance is guarded by a 
lion and her cubs. The lion represents the protective role of our 
law enforcement officers and shows the strength, courage and 
valor that are the qualities of those who serve in law enforcement.
 At the time of my visit, Captain Justino Arriola and POII 
Abraham S. Quitugua’s names had been inscribed on the wall. 
Little did I know that a year later POI Gilbert Taisacan’s name 
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One of our Visions...
We will be a customer based, performance driven. results oriented organization, focused on finding the answer, solving the problem, and achieving positive outcomes.
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One of our Organizational Values... Integrity and Trust
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Photos by Lei Ogumoro-Uludong & Taro Leaf

2008 Fire House Open
House Photos

One of our Departmental Goals...
Continue to make the CNMI a desirable place to live, work, and raise a family.
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